
Phoenix Photographic Group 

Newsletter from Meeting of 10th September 2018 

 

Introduction 

Following coffee & tea, the meeting got underway. 

News Items 

Joe described what he’s done recently to make graphic instructions for the walk several of us 

took to see WW1 remains at the Brocton Camp.  Geoff Setterfield informed the meeting of an 

interesting upcoming event that is very relevant to this topic: 

Details of the Stafford Gatehouse show as discussed this afternoon:- 
 

THE TOWN THE GREAT WAR BUILT 
 
Oct 25th and 26th 2018.   7:30 pm start. 
 
Prices:-  Adults £7.50.    Concessions £6.50. 
 
It will be performed by the "Stafford Gatehouse Youth Theatre " in the Met Studios, seats are 
not allocated for this. 
 
It is described as a "devised piece using letters, postcards and photos taken at the time to 
recreate life inside ‘The Town the Great War Built’ ". 
 
I think the Met Studio is on the same site as the theatre. 
 

And, whilst the following item was not raised at the meeting … because it is relevant I’ll include 

it here:  the raffle run recently by PPG members at the Phoenix Coffee Morning raised £91.80 

for the Motor Neurone Disease Association.  The association has sent Phoenix a letter of 

appreciation that’s shown below: 

 



 



 

Activities 

These being the expert editing etc of some photos selected from last week’s Members’ Pics.  

This was professionally executed by Roy and Bob, using two laptops that happened to have two 

copies (we guess different version) of ASeeDC.  Thank you Bob & Roy.  Whatever, it transpired 

that the perspective tool available on one copy of ASee DC just didn’t exist on the other. 

At this point the editor (that’s me!), left with absolute executive power – as Ian has pushed off on 

holiday – would, at this point, like to plug the much maligned and shunned GIMP …. by pointing out that 

whilst functionality may wax and wane in ASeeDC and, as Bob Bell explained, and it certainly waxes and 

wanes through the many, many versions of PhotoShop, GIMP can be relied upon for consistency!  And 

it’s free! 

Rant over.  But this was a convenient way to explain that Ian has shot off leaving me with no 

member’s pics (see later) and Alan has shot off leaving me the subscription bag!  I am officially 

the Little Red Hen!  Any volunteers for collecting the 50p s next Monday please? 

Next Meeting 

Monday 17th September at Etching Hill.  PLEASE bring your cameras and tripods and remote 

trigger devices.  Part of the afternoon will be a practical session in two teams.  And if any of you 

own a folding chair that looks like this: 

 

bring that along too.  This is the only clue you’re going to get! 

During the first part of the afternoon you will get a chance to sit 

and drink your coffee whilst we look at some stuff that other 

photographic groups – arguably more enthusiastic than us – do 

during the long winter days! 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Members’ Pics 

Topics 

Summer Colours 

Holiday Snaps 

Transport 

Dereliction 

Militaria 

Please send your images to: - 

ianchalstead@yahoo.co.uk 

 

As I explained in a previous paragraph, our members’ pics databank is locked up safely in 

Armitage whilst the keyholder is covering himself in sun-tan lotion somewhere in the Outer 

Hebrides. 

To keep our readership entertained, I’ll pop in some images from me and others from the dim 

and distant.  Here goes! 
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More about this last image when we meet on Monday 
 



 
 
 

 



 
 

 


